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H uman coronavirus NL63 (HCoV-NL63), a member of the genus Alphacoronavirus (family Coronaviridae, order Nidovirales), is a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus that can cause both upper and lower respiratory tract infection in both young children and adults (1, 6, 7, 13) . Before we submitted the data presented here, four complete genome sequences of HCoV-NL63 were available in GenBank, all from the Netherlands (8, 12) . We here characterize a strain of the complete genome sequence of HCoV-NL63, designated CBJ 037, which was isolated from nasopharyngeal aspirate (NPA) of an 18-month-old child who was hospitalized with fever, cough, and asthmatic bronchitis in 2008. This may aid in understanding the molecular characteristics and epidemiology of HCoV-NL63.
By using the HCoV-NL63 isolate Amsterdam I complete genome sequence (GenBank no. NC_005831) as the reference, 18 pairs of primers were designed to generate 18 overlapping cDNA fragments that cover the entire genome. All sequencing was carried out by using an ABI 3730 Sanger-based genetic analyzer, and all sequencing fragments were assembled using DNAStar software. The 5= and 3= ends of the viral genome were confirmed by using a Smarter rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) kit (Invitrogen). The complete genome sequence of CBJ 037 consists of 27,538 nucleotides. The 5= and 3= short untranslated regions (UTR) consist of 286 and 287 nucleotides, respectively. The genome contains six genes arranged in order: 5=UTR-1a/b-spike(S)-ORF3-envelope(E)-membrane(M)-nucleoprotein (N)-3=UTR. Two long open reading frames (ORFs) (ORF1a and ORF 1b) are of 12,138 nucleotides (nucleotides 287 to 12,424) and 8,037 nucleotides (nucleotides 12,424 to 20,460) in length. At position 12,424, a potential pseudoknot structure is present which may provide the Ϫ1 frameshift signal to translate the 1b polyprotein (9, 10) . Coronaviruses use discontinuous transcription mechanisms to produce subgenomic mRNAs. This mechanism requires base pairing between the leader transcription regulatory sequence (TRS) located near the 5= part of the viral genome and the body TRSs located upstream of each respective genes (2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 14) . The leader TRS of HCoV-NL63 isolate CBJ 037 is 5=-UCUCAA CUAAAC-3= at the 5=UTR. The putative TRS upstream S gene is UCUCAACUAA, the TRS upstream ORF3 is UUCAACUAAAC, the TRS upstream E gene is UCUCAACUAUAC, the TRS upstream M gene is UCUAAACUAAAC, and the TRS upstream N gene is UCUAAACUAAAC. These TRSs are identical to those found in the sites in the reference strain Amsterdam I.
Compared with the reference strain, a 15-nucleotide deletion is observed from 3,321 to 3,336 in the 1a gene. The same deletion is present in the HCoV-NL63 isolate Amsterdam 496 (GenBank no. DQ445912) but with a 3-nucleotide deletion from 20,783 to 20,788 in the S gene.
The data described here present the first complete genome sequence of an HCoV-NL63 strain isolated in China, which may facilitate further investigations of the molecular evolution and epidemiology of HCoV-NL63.
Nucleotide sequence accession number. The complete genome sequence of HCoV-NL63 strain CBJ 037 was deposited in GenBank under accession no. JX104161.
